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Susan C. Levine,* Sian L. Beilock*
Frank presents an alternative interpretation of our data, yet reports largely similar results
to those in our original Report. A critical difference centers on how to interpret and test
interaction effects. Frank finds no mistakes in our analyses. We stand by our original
conclusions of meaningful effects of the Bedtime Learning Together (BLT) math app on
children’s math achievement.

T

he Bedtime Learning Together (BLT) math
app provides a structured way for parents
to increase math engagement with their
children. Families were randomized at the
classroom level to receive either a math or
reading app. We hypothesized that the math app
would increase children’s math learning over the
school year. Logically, we only predicted that the
math app would improve students’ math achievement if used. Based on our previous research
showing that (i) high-math-anxious parents and
teachers negatively affect children’s math achievement (1, 2), (ii) people with high math anxiety
avoid math (3), and (iii) talking about math with
children enhances math achievement (4–8), we
also hypothesized that the math app would be
most effective for children with high-mathanxious parents. The data support our hypotheses.
Frank raises issues with our data analysis (9).
He argues that some of our analyses are “datadependent”—that is, driven by our obtained
results rather than by theory. This claim is unfounded because our previous work in this area
directly leads to the a priori hypotheses that we
posited.
Frank then goes on to reanalyze our data
using tests that are less statistically powerful,
and in our view less appropriate, than in the
original Report and finds weaker yet similar results. We have a philosophical disagreement
with Frank about the most appropriate analyses to employ. As we lay out below and in the
original Report, we view our analyses as most
appropriate for informing our hypotheses.
In our analyses, we wanted to assess whether
the math app was specifically impactful for children of high-math-anxious parents. Thus, we split
children into groups based on their parents’ math
anxiety levels. Our intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis
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confirms a significant effect of app group, with
children in the math group outperforming those
in the reading group when parents are high-math^
anxious ½b21 ¼ 5:25; t ¼ 1:99; P ¼ 0:048 but not
^
when parents are low-math-anxious ½b31 ¼ −0:61;
t ¼ −0:27; P ¼ 0:79. Even though comparing the
coefficients of intent-to-treat effects for children
of high- and low-math-anxious parents (i.e., the
interaction between parent-math-anxiety and app
condition) is a low-powered test, especially in
field trials (10, 11), we see a marginally significant

difference between the coefficients estimating
the effects of the math app for these two groups
of children at P = 0.06 (significant at P = 0.03
using a one-tailed test given our a priori hypothesis). In field trials like ours, not testing for preplanned contrasts because of a nonsignificant
interaction term can lead to unnecessarily missing
heterogeneous treatment effects and, as a result,
to misleading conclusions, both practically and
theoretically (10, 11).
The ITT analysis underestimates the effect of
using the app because it does not take app use
into account (12). We can obtain an unbiased
estimate of the effect of app use by using randomization as an instrumental variable (IV) to
identify the effect of actual app use (12). We
conducted an IV analysis on end-of-year math
achievement (controlling for beginning-of-year
math achievement), which estimates the effect
of dosage on those whose dosage was induced
by randomization. As in the ITT analysis, we
obtained a significant effect of math app use
on children of high-math-anxious parents (13)
(Model S6). This analysis suggests that there
is a causal effect of math app usage on end-ofyear math achievement for the children of highmath-anxious parents and that this effect is
negligibly influenced by selection bias, in contrast to Frank’s speculation.
In our other main analysis, we show that the
more times parents and their children used the
app, the higher children’s math achievement at
school-year’s end (controlling for beginning-ofyear math achievement), but only for children
in the math group—a group by use interaction

Fig. 1. The nonlinear relation between app usage and growth in math achievement across the
school year (grade-equivalent change) in the math app group. As stated in the original Report,
we use grade-equivalent change scores for illustrative purposes only; all analyses are conducted on W
scores (a Rasch-scale score with equal intervals and thus the most appropriate outcome for our analyses).
Beyond 3.29 average app uses per week, one is looking at 16 out of 310 families that fall more than 2 SD
above the mean of app use. One should be cautious about conclusions regarding group differences in
growth in math achievement across the school year based on this small number of families.
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½b21 ¼ 4:03; t ¼ 2:83; P ¼ 0:005 (13) (Model S1).
This interaction is for children matched within
schools, which is most appropriate for comparing
the math and reading groups. However, when
using the entire sample, the interaction holds
^
½b21 ¼ 2:55; t ¼ 2:25; P ¼ 0:03.
Conducting the above analysis using change
scores, as Frank does, is a weaker-powered and less
appropriate test than using end-of-year achievement as an outcome, controlling for beginningof-year achievement as we do in our model (14).
Further, we view the choice to examine only
children who attend a school with classrooms
in both conditions as the most conservative test
of our hypothesis, given the possibility of schoollevel differences. For example, if students in the
math group came from schools with stronger
math instruction than students in the reading
group, we might see a large advantage for the
math group in terms of math growth over the
school year, due to a selection bias instead of
randomization to condition. Using a combination of lower-powered tests that do not control
for school-level effects contributed to the marginally significant effect that Frank obtained.
The statistical tests we report, which we consider more appropriate, show a significant effect of app usage in the math group but not in
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the reading group. We note that, although app
use analyses do not equivocally rule out selection
bias, showing strong effects of app use for the
math but not the reading group does control for
at least one family of endogeneity effects (e.g.,
parents’ propensity to use an app with their
children).
Finally, by binning app usage as a secondary
analysis, we explored how usage amounts that
were understandable in real-word terms related
to math growth (e.g., once-a-week app use versus
very little). As seen in Berkowitz et al.’s figure 2
(13) and Fig. 1 below, once-a-week app usage
helps close the gap in math achievement growth
between children with high- and low-math-anxious
parents (although achievement is higher among
children of low-math-anxious parents when app
usage is highest). We note that the cubic pattern,
the best fit for our data (Fig. 1), looks quite similar to the pattern highlighted in our binned data.
For reference, there is a significant app use (cubic
term of the continuous variable) by parent-mathanxiety interaction on children’s end-of-year math
achievement (controlling for beginning-of-year math
^
achievement) ½b ¼ −1:21; t ¼ 3:75; P < 0:001.
In sum, we view our data-analytic strategy
as appropriate and as providing support for the
efficacy of the BLT math app for promoting

children’s math achievement. We welcome debate about data analysis and hope that this discussion benefits the scientific community.
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